Email Control
Electronic mail is mission-critical for organizations of all sizes.
Organizations today simply cannot function efficiently without reliable
email. But today more than 85% of all email traffic consists of spam,
phishing, malware, and offensive content. Sophisticated criminal
gangs utilize multiple attack vectors, beginning with email, to penetrate
organizations with their unwanted content and malware.
ScanSafe’s Email Control service
ensures your email inbox is free
from junk and malicious content,
keeping your organization productive
and compliant. It blocks spam,
phishing, and malware, and provides
sophisticated message management
and policy enforcement. ScanSafe

email security service is designed to
protect you thoroughly yet simply,
easing your administrative burden.
The service lowers your total cost of
ownership, especially compared to
on-premise products, and enables you
to focus on your organization’s core
mission.
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Proactive Email Security
ScanSafe’s email security service
provides multiple layers of inbound
and outbound protection against all
email-based threats and analyzes
data from billions of daily messages
and hundreds of thousands of IP
addresses. This amount of email data
enables ScanSafe to develop the most
accurate real-time picture of the latest
email threats.
Our network-based reputation
technology blocks messages coming
from specific IP addresses based on
observed, malicious behavior. Your
organization is protected as soon as
a new threat is detected anywhere on
the network. Because the blocks are

based on real-time IP traffic analysis,
your security does not depend on the
variable availability of spam or malware
signatures.
Our anti-spam technology utilizes a
heuristic framework to analyze the
content of messages and learn new
spam threats. ScanSafe anti-spam
can block emerging threats, such as
image spam and zero-hour attacks,
because it has learned to identify
these new threats before they can
cause damage. It also supports your
email policies at a granular level by
taking the appropriate actions based
on your unique settings by user,
group, and organization.

Why Email Control?
 Proactively protect your
organization against spam,
phishing, and email malware
threats
 Restore the productive use of
email
 Reduce IT resource
requirements for email security
 Centralize email, Web, and IM
policy and reporting through a
single Web-based console

“The service was deployed
to over 75% of our 8,000
plus employees within a short
time period, with a high rate
of success. Since we don’t
have to spend valuable time
managing and tuning filters, or
updating a service with software
releases, our technology
support personnel are free to
focus their time on the needs of
our internal customers.”
BAKER & McKENZIE

“Anti-spam capabilities
are very good and include
connection management
and value-added antivirus
capabilities with a 100% virusfree guarantee … one of the
best end-user capabilities in
the market, including the ability
for end users to set their own
quarantine thresholds.”
GARTNER*
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Effortless Email Security
ScanSafe’s email security-as-aservice deploys quickly, requiring no
on-site hardware or software. With
ScanSafe, you will realize immediate
capital and operating cost reductions.
Your costs of email security will be
known and predictable, month-tomonth. Multiple redundant data

centers around the world, massive
storage and bandwidth, 99.999%
availability, and 24x7 support ensure
that ScanSafe Email Control delivers
the highest enterprise-class service
levels for availability, reliability,
support, and scalability.

Email Control Checklist
 Network-based

reputation

technology that blocks connections
from malicious IP addresses

 Anti-malware

heuristics that monitor
current malware activity to predict
the likelihood of future attacks

 Proactive

checks on attachments

 Statistical

analysis and

evaluationof message
components to determine level of
threat

 Signature-based anti-malware
scanning, with signature update
checks every 60 seconds

to block or quarantine specific file
types, including compressed files

Administrators manage all ScanSafe
services from a Web-based console.
You can configure both email and
Web security across countries,
organization units, departments and
user groups. With unified policy
management, you can organize
hierarchies and privileges that can
synchronize in real-time with existing
directories. ScanSafe’s unified
policy management is designed

with real-time propagation of
changes and gives a complete view
of configuration settings that can
be customized in accordance with
organization’s changing needs. The
ScanSafe Message Center enables
employees to manage their own
messages and filter settings, thus
lowering IT resource requirements
further.

About ScanSafe
ScanSafe is the pioneer and leading
global provider of Web Security-asa-Service, scanning billions of Web
requests in real-time, stopping millions
of malware attacks, and protecting
thousands of organizations around the
world. The company’s award-winning
Web security solution – Web malware
scanning, URL filtering, and IM control,
powered by Outbreak Intelligence®
– proactively protects enterprise and
small-medium organizations against
Web threats; improves productivity and
compliance; saves on traditional costs
associated with hardware, management,
and downtime; and frees IT resources to
focus on core organizational missions.
ScanSafe is based in Silicon Valley and
London, and operates globally.
For more information, visit:

www.security-as-a-service.com

Contact ScanSafe Partner
FleXos HQ
Av. André Ernst, 20 - 4800 Verviers
Tel
+32 (0)87 293 770
FleXos Belgium
Pegasuslaan, 5 - 1831 Brussels
Tel
+32 (0)2 709 29 31
FleXos France
27 av. de l'Opéra - 75001 Paris
Tel
+33 (0)1 709 38 54 68
Email security@flexos.com
Web www.flexos.com
*Source: Gartner, “Magic Quadrant for E-Mail Security Boundary,
2006”, Peter Firstbrook and Arabella Hallawell, 26 September 2006.
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